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Effective, standards-based data synchronization will make possible a new generation of breakthrough mobile services. Now, there's an XML-based standard that enables synchronization across virtually any device, platform, application, or service: SyncML. In this book, four leaders of the SyncML community offer an insider's guide to SyncML from both a technical and business standpoint. You'll discover why SyncML offers advantages available through no other technology; how SyncML overcomes the traditional obstacles to universal synchronization, and how SyncML can be integrated into end-to-end solutions that deliver a first-class "out of the box" experience.
	SyncML solutions for personal information management, enterprise data management, and mobile services
	SyncML clients, servers, synchronization/representation protocols, DTDs, transport bindings, and more
	Synchronization for one-to-one, many-to-one, many-to-many, and hybrid topologies
	Security and authentication in SyncML applications and services
	Using SyncML to provision and manage mobile devices 
	The SyncML API, Reference Implementation, and SyncML Conformance and Interoperability Process


SyncML is designed for every business and technology professional concerned with mobile applications and synchronization. Decision-makers will learn how SyncML will drive new business models and the delivery of entirely new products and services. Software architects and project managers will discover how SyncML components can be integrated into complete solutions; and developers will learn how to maximize the performance, reliability, and scalability of those solutions. 

About the Author

UWE HANSMANN is IBM development manager for multiple Pervasive Computing projects, including the development of the SyncML Reference Toolkit. He was co-chair of the SyncML Core Expert Group. 

RIKU METTALA, technology manager for SyncML-based application technologies at Nokia Mobile Phones, has led SyncML software projects and contributed to SyncML standardization from the beginning. 

APRATIM PURAKAYASTHA, research manager at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, specializes in mobile computing and mobile data synchronization. He is a founding contributor to the SyncML standard. 

PETER THOMPSON, Senior Software Engineer for Starfish Software, chairs the SyncML Technical Committee. 
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Practical Guide to Clinical Computing Systems: Design, Operations, and InfrastructureAcademic Press, 2008
The development of clinical computing systems is a rapidly growing priority area of health information technology, spurred in large measure by robust funding at the federal and state levels. It is widely recognized as one of the key components for reducing costs and improving the quality of care. At the same time as more and more hospitals and...
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Essentials of Scientific Computing: Numerical Methods for Science and EngineeringWoodhead Publishing, 2008

	
		Modern development of science and technology is based to a large degree on computer modeling. To understand the principles and techniques of computer modeling, students should first get a strong background in classical numerical methods, which are the subject of this book. This text is intended for use in a numerical methods course...
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AdvancED Flex 4Apress, 2010

	AdvancED Flex 4 makes advanced Flex 4 concepts and techniques easy. Ajax, RIA, Web 2.0, mashups, mobile applications, the most sophisticated web tools, and the coolest interactive web applications are all covered with practical, visually oriented recipes.

	
		Completely updated for the new tools in Flex 4
	...
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How to Do Everything NetbookMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	Get the most out of your netbook!


	Now that you've got a netbook, it's time to find out how to maximize all of its capabilities. This hands-on guide explains how you can keep your netbook running at peak performance by limiting how many programs you run concurrently and what you download. Learn the best ways to connect to...
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HackNotes(tm) Web Security Pocket ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
HackNotes Web Security Portable Reference describes the hacks and vulnerabilities threatening today's Web applications, then provides the defenses necessary to counteract and destroy threats of all manner. Determine whether a vulnerability exists, then attack and overcome application weaknesses through a series of tested and trusted...
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Microsoft Sql Server 7.0 Database Implementation Training KitMicrosoft Press, 1999
This training teaches IS professionals and SQL developers how to implement database solutions using the latest version of the Microsoft SQL Server relational database management system. Students will gain an understanding of the product's architecture and, through the accompanying labs, attain hands-on experience with the procedures to plan,...
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